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From Business Intelligence
to Predictive Analytics
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thereby includes some form of data ana-
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diagnostic) analytics. Gartner estimated

sender meant by “data analytics.” Per-
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that, as of 2012, only about 13% of
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age the output of information manage-
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The Benefits of
Predictive Analytics

merely curious as to whether the depart-

includes the traditional data warehouse,

The underlying assumption for imple-

ment was using fact-based decision-

associated dashboards, and end-user re-

menting predictive analytics is that we

making methods vs. to more subjective

porting, usually accompanied by data

will gain a competitive advantage if we
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mining and analytics focused on the use
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of historical data. The value chain model
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to many additional questions, but chiefly:
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(see Figure 1).
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Today, however, “business intelli-

Last year, Gartner split its analysis of
the advanced analytics market from the

habits have changed, we can spot po-

traditional business intelligence and ana-

tential fraudulent purchases or a new

lytics market. In Gartner’s view, advanced
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What Are Analytics?

analytics focuses on predictive analytics

The term “business intelligence” has tra-

while including some diagnostic and pre-
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determine when a customer’s purchasing

By analyzing the data and utilizing advanced mathematical models, predictive

Figure 1: Gartner’s Value Chain Model of Analytics

Source: www.gartner.com. Used with permission.
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telligence platform will have a strong
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Make the Transition

internal decision maker and urging them

get up to speed more quickly than in the
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vestment. And what of the department
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my coworker asked about? Let’s just say
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that 2015 will be the year it makes a

gain a competitive advantage.
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